Tdi glow plug harness
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proceeding. Thread starter dunerking Start date Sep 3, Replacing the worn glow plug harness
on my 04 BEW Tdi. My new harness does not have a plug on it,and after researching on here
that this particular motor the harness does not have a plug. I've read that most just use crimp
connectors,and also not to solder the connections. I followed the original wires and found no
crimp connectors. So what are you guys doing when replacing these particular harnesses? I've
got some male to female connectors so in the future I can just unplug and replace with new
harness. Thanks for any helpful info! When I did mine, I simply cut the old one out and then
used connectors and heatshrink tubing, then covered it all with wire loom. Did u remove the
airbox and battery and do your connections near the firewall or did u just make the connection
near the battery? I previously removed the battery and airbox and seperated the glow plug
harness from loom of other wires,as to make it easy for myself when I had the time to swap out
the harnesses,but this would put my new connections near the battery. Thanks again for the
info! I didn't bother with removing anything. I chopped the old harness right where the wires
connect to the harness itself, then left only about " of wire on the new harness. I figured with the
heatshrink tubing, some all purpose adhesive around the ends of the shrink tubing, then
ziptieing the wires together after the glue dried and covering with wire loom - taped shut with
electrical tape at ends and center to allow any potential moisture an excape , I shouldn't have
any issues. I also replaced the glow plugs at the same time and have not had any DTCs since,
though it's been summer. Right on! Glad to hear it's working for u! I'll be doing the same,just
didn't want to pull airbox and battery out if I didn't need to. Thanks again! Glad I could help, help
yours is as easy as mine was. Bought the harness from fixmyvw, and Bosch glow plugs from
Amazon. No plug connection on at least my 04 BEW,seems that only this motor combo does the
hard wire instead of plug connection. Not sure where the factory actually does the splice with
the original harness,but I did chase it all the way to the firewall and never saw a splice. There is
no plug-in version of that outside the entire engine harness that Volkswagen sells. Thanks
oilhammer. Why is everyone saying not to soldier connections in these cars please explain.
Last edited: Dec 19, I worked for gm and Chrysler and they both required harness repairs to be
sodierd in most cases. CourierGuy Veteran Member. I've always been a fan of making a Y with
both stripped ends of the wires. Twisting each Y wires to the other Y of the other wire. Then
twisting the two Y parts together, folding back, using self adhesive rubbery electrical tape.
Stretches, rubbery, self seals, awesome stuff. Never redid a connection. Never had a problem
with my connections. Plastic wire loom after it all makes for a nice tidy job too. Never got
around to swapping in my new glow plug harness as I just got back home. Now that it's colder
in the early morning starting up has been a lil rougher. Oilhammer where do cut cut and splice
the new harness in? The new harness has about ' of wire to work with. Thanks Bill,looks like I'll
be removing the battery and air box. The solder vs crimp debate is like Dodge vs Ford.. They
originally sent me a ALH harness,but it was obviously wrong when I noticed the the rubber glow
plug connectors weren't evenly spaced out. The harness I have now has about 2'-3' of extra
wire,this is why I was thinking that I would remove battery and air box. But I would rather trim
the new harness wires,rather than trim the OEM harness. I'm thinking of just soldering my
connections as I don't have the super trick butt connectors. Thanks again for the help,and sorry
for asking so many questions,just want to do it right the first time. Btw your wagon is beautiful!
Are u running coilovers? R those 17" or 18" wheels? That was the harness they first sent
me,but wouldn't work for my glow plug arraignment. I may just use those cheap blue butt
connectors and change it later when I purchase higher quality connectors. The glow plug
sockets need to be evenly spaced on my motor. Either way thanks! How do u like the ST coils?
Last edited: Dec 22, I would've thought the samething,that's what explains why the first harness
sent was incorrect. Didn't the harness u installed have a factory plug on the end to connect with
the cars harness? Thanks tongsli,that's what my harness looks like. The original harness is
breaking apart as I disassemble. Guess it was time to replace! Upon dissection it's appears the
old harness was a replacement as there was butt crimps near the battery box. Fingers crossed.
Even rotated tires and inspected brakes and susp. Thanks for the guidance everyone. You must
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Other. This is the original, poorly-built, overpriced piece-o-crap that VW sells. Additionally, my
kids and I have also been working on a quadcopter, now that building a 3-axis stabilized
platform is really pretty simple and inexpensive. Sure, the Suburban gets reliable economy in
the 20s, even in four wheel drive, but the VW moves me around with economy in the 40s. Paying
half as much to commute is a good thing, even if its in a beat-up little car with , miles on the
odometer. Because temperatures have been low, glow plug function has been important, and I
recently noticed some issues with cold starts. Making a cloud in a parking lot with a
rough-sounding engine is embarrassing! I often cycle the key on-off-on in order to increase
glow plug heating before cranking the engine. Last year one of them died no continuity and
replacing it made a huge difference. All four plugs checked out OK, this time, so I figured my
problem was another bad glow plug harness. The glow plug harness on these vehicles is a
poorly made plastic molding with only two conductors inside. One conductor feeds the positive
side of glow plugs 1 and 2, while the other takes care of 3 and 4. Engine grounding completes
the circuit for these plugs. Bad design! Being a bad design is one thing. I hunted down the part
number and searched all over the Web for a better deal. I measured the connection on the dead
glow plug from last year not sure why I kept it, but it came in handy. It came in at exactly 4mm
and my recent multicopter work got me thinking about 4mm female bullet connectors. This

harness was made from 4mm female bullet connectors soldered onto 12ga wire with heat shrink
and some electrical tapeâ€”needed some larger heat shrink. When they came in, I pulled off my
VW plug harness to judge the needed wire lengths, soldered the 4mm female connectors onto
the business ends of some wires spliced into a pair of Ys, covered everything in heat shrink OK,
yeah, some of it is actually electrical tapeâ€¦for now , and spliced these assemblies into my
wiring harness. The bullet connectors were just a bit loose on the plugs, but I solved that by
squeezing them ever so slightly with a crimper. Now they fit onto the plug electrodes more
tightly than the original harness does. Free Book Promotion: 1st and 2nd of March. The harness
from the Ford diesel pick up trucks works like a charm. It is solid, 4 high quality wires and
connectors, with waterproof booties. The ebay listing I bought it from has since vanished. I just
copied the title straight from my purchase history. When you look up the part number, please
post it for the next guy or gal in need of a harness. For the older ones, it has to be spliced and
soldered in pairs following the firing order, so that the cylinders that are up will always get heat
at the proper timing. The 2 glow plugs at the center of the engine are pretty close to each other,
so the harness will kink there. Make sure the kink points away from the head, to keep the
harness as cool as possible. The original post is talking about a 2 wire harness, got any good
info for that? Mg01, we all certainly agree about those prices! I had to trim lots of plastic to clear
a coolant line. I wound up using some wire and some of those same 4mm bullet connectors,
just like the original post. You just need to ohm out the connections to make sure you connect
the right one to the right plug â€” otherwise your ECU will misidentify if you have a bad plug or
one comes unplugged. I turned mine into a 2 wire harness. I still have a CEL though. I think my
relay may be bad. I put a meter on the plugs and cycled the ignition. I got no readings on any of
the plugs. John, did you connect the remaining two wires in some way? The ECU will be looking
for a specific resistance value or current flow. If, for instance, you ran a single wire to two plugs,
while choosing not to use one of the wires in the harness, the connected wire will see
lower-than-expected resistance, while the unused wire will show infinite resistance. This would
likely fix your CEL. I may have misunderstood. I bought the Ford harness and it was 2 4 wire
harnesses. I took one of the 4 wire harnesses and spliced 2 of the wires that go to the relay
together spliced according to the wiring diagram. Sorry, John, I misunderstood you. What you
did is completely correct, if you have an earlier model such as an ALH where there are only two
circuits for the glow plugs. No worries. Thanks guys. They only facilitate starting in the cold. I
know they are not timed, but they work in pairs and I figured it is best to pair them as per the
firing sequence. This way at least 2 cylinders will glow at the best possible time if one of the two
harnesses fails. Best of luck with your project. Yes, but if one of the two wires fails, it is best to
have the two cylinders that come up to TDC with glowing plugs. This is why is good to pair
them as per firing sequence. In very cold temps, a split second is a long time. This is how I do it
and how I shared it. Everyone peels the cat his or her own way. Fred, your recommendation for
this harness is awesome. Todd is correct in observing that the TDI glow plugs all heat together.
I think the main reason that VW even bothers to split the harness is so that a current drop can
be observed and when the check engine light comes on, troubleshooting is narrowed to one of
two glow plugs. Actually, they might be on separate relays, too, to split up the current. They are
on one relay, which splits the current into the two wires. This is a very strong and expensive
relay. On the and up models the wiring was split in 4, with connections that made possible to
identify the faulty plug via Vag-Com diagnostic software. However, those cars came with the 2.
The injectors were actuated by 4 extra lobes on the single camshaft and the rest of the lobes
were thinned down to make space for the extra 4 lobes. This made those lobes so thin that they
wear out before the K kilometer mark, also wearing out the tappets. At this point, the cam and
valve tappets must be replaced. There are stronger aftermarket cams made with better metal
alloy, but they retail for upwards of dollars. They have a CIS injection system similar to those
that came in the old golfs and cabriolets that really rocks, as these heavier vehicles still get
MPG. I have a Passat wagon with the PD engine. It was shipped to me across the ocean. My cam
is actually fine at , miles. So, when I got the car I promptly deleted it. I used a kit that allows the
use of an ALH oil pump, chain, and tensioner. Vibrations are still hardly noticeable. Glad it
worked for you. I tried the method, but my light would not turn off. This is when I tried the Ford
harness. I got a used one on Ebay for 10 bucks, just to try it without spending much. It worked
like a charm. Once I took out my original harness I noticed that it was bad on a couple spots
other than the ends and this is why my light would not turn off, even after soldering the tips.
Credit goes to the original poster for opening my eyes to realize that I did not have to fork out 80
dollars for the VW harness. I went in for a compression test today, and they declined the test on
the grounds that my 3rd glow plug harness would fall apart when it was disconnnected. Thanks
for the advice about avoiding the purchase of a 3rd low-quality glow plug harness for my TDI
New Beetle. I went to the local Ford parts department and bought the harness for a Ford 6. I did

not bother to re-run the wiring up to the plug, just re-used existing wiring this had already been
done twice with VW parts. Probably paid too much, but the quality is much higher than that of
another crappy VW glow plug harness. Just found your article and was leery about wiring a
harness up from scratch until I saw the part about the Ford harness. I just found a right and left
harness for the Ford 6. It comes with both harnesses so I see it as a 2 for 1 bargain. My only
concern is the length of the harness. Also, it looks like they are 4 wire harnesses. Any tips on
the best way forward? The same would be true of the Ford harness. Again, I used my multimeter
to determine which wire went to which plug on the original and the replacement Ford harness.
Then, I wired up the Ford harness appropriately. I found the Powerstroke harness to be long
enough for my application. When in doubt, hold one harness alongside the other before cutting
and be sure to give yourself some extra length for splicing. I had to trim the plastic plugs on the
Powerstroke harness where it came close to a coolant pipe on the BHW engine. Recently I went
back in and trimmed the bottoms from all four plastic plugs, exposing the connectors. I wanted
to crimp the connectors a bit for a tighter connection. After crimping, I put some heat-shrink
tubing around them to minimize the opportunity for something to ground-out. I should have
taken some snapshots to share. Mark I have a Jetta with manual transmission. The harness
currently on the car is a homemade harness that was done quite poorly. I will trace the wires
from the relay and see what goes where. I also have a schematic if I need it. Ebay item number
is So I got the new Ford harness installed. However, I still have a CEL. Do any of you know if I
need to actually reset the light, or does the car do that every time on start up? One item of note
on the Ford harness, the length between glow plugs is longer than needed. I may end up cutting
some length out and soldering the wires back together with some heat shrink to remedy the
problem. Your CEL may be due to the additional splicing you did on the harness, as it increases
resistance on the circuit. This resistance is seen as a bad glow plug by the ECM. The less
splicing the better. Also check your glow plug relay, it may be triggering the CEL light if it is bad
or if it has a bad connection. If you bought a set of 2 wire harnesses, try the second one without
any splicing other than the necessary to make it work. The wire in the very center was a bit too
long, but instead of cutting it and splicing it, I just routed it upwards and away from the heat of
the head. That did the trick for me. Thanks Fred. The Ford harness is a 4 wire harness so I had
to splice it down to 2 wires. I then spliced them to the 2 wires coming from the relay. I will check
the relay tomorrow. You did it right, it should have turned your CEL light off. Make sure every
connector fits snug on every glow plug. Check the resistance of the glow plugs, it should be 1.
You may have a bad plug and is a simple thing to resolve, certainly easier than checking every
inch of the two wires coming from the relay and checking the relay itself unless you have
access to a known good relay. I hope you can resolve the glow plug blues, it sucks when they
fail in the winter. I forgot to mention that a weak battery may give you a glow plug CEL and
trouble code. Keep in mind that the cranking amperage of the battery decreases as the ambient
temperature plunges. If the issue is your battery, make sure to replace it with the best AGM
battery you can afford, the higher the CCA the better. AGM batteries have higher cold cranking
amps in the cold winter temps. When I first got the light I checked the plugs and they were
good. The trouble code will be stored until you erase it, but the engine light goes off when the
correct conditions are met. Proper battery amperage plus proper glow plug wiring resistance
will turn the CEL light off, even if the trouble code is still stored. By the way, dirty battery
terminals will cause similar effects as a weak battery. The battery is probably months old and
the posts are clean as are the cable clamps. I tested the harness for continuity prior to installing
so I think the problem could be between the harness connection and the relay, or as you said,
the relay itself. More troubleshooting. Check the connections on the fuse block that sits on top
of the battery, make sure the positive wire is clean and tight. Another thing you can do is to run
a ground wire from the negative pole of the battery to the engine block, use a good, heavy
gauge wire for that. I replaced that fuse block with a clean one from the boneyard and that
improved things a lot. I think the limited space restricts the size of the battery that can be fitted
and the stock Cold Cranking Amps is not enough to crank that engine in cold temps. I fitted a
slightly taller battery with CCA and even that was questionable. Perhaps the car should have
had a stronger starter, like the big rigs have. I wander if someone has run a dual battery setup
on a TDI. Thanks Mark. Besides, they suck in the snow, too low to the ground and very poor
traction. You, sir, are a genius. Reconnected and voila, no more 2 glow plug code. Glad it was
helpful for you! Your email address will not be published. Name required. E-mail required. Notify
me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Not on My TDI! This is
very helpful! Awesome, Fred. John Culley. Thanks to both of you gentlemen for your
contributions to the blog! Tim Bryant. Greg George. Thanks, guys! What year and model TDI do
you have? It makes a difference. Lew in Denver. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Sign Up for Newsletters and Updates! Sign up here and you will get
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